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Daniel Kahneman, recipient of the Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences for his seminal work in
psychology challenging the rational model of judgment and decision making, is seen by many
as one of the world’s most important thinkers. His ideas have had a profound impact on many
fields – including business, medicine, and politics – and in Thinking, Fast and Slow he takes
readers on a tour of the mind, explaining the two systems that drive the way we think and
make choices. Joel Suss feels that the book should be made required reading for
anyone who still holds fast to the notion that people make decisions rationally.
Thinking, Fast and Slow. Daniel Kahneman. Allen Lane. November
2011. 
 
Humans are hard-wired to be overconf ident in their decision-making
abilit ies, an evolutionary f eature that allows us to instantaneously and
comf ortably make decisions and avoid the halt ing (and in the distant-past
of  human history, lif e- threatening) paralysis that would result f rom
constant self -doubt. People theref ore have a hard time internalizing the
idea that their pref erences can be anything but coherent and consistent.
Thus it comes as no surprise that, despite all the experimental evidence
compiled to the contrary, rational agent theory persists as a cornerstone
of  microeconomic theory, underpinning many policies in our society.
In Thinking, Fast and Slow, Daniel Kahneman shatters its validity and
warns against the societal implications that this understanding of  human
decision-making has. He explains in lucid and provocative detail all the
biases and heuristics that we are prone to; all the quirks and complexit ies that make the human species f ar
dif f erent f rom the Homo Economicus of  our economic textbooks.
Overf lowing with insights and endlessly f ascinating, this book covers a wide range of  topics and spans
decades of  pioneering work in the f ield of  psychology. It begins by describing the basic ‘systems’ that
govern human decision-making: the f ast, intuit ive, ef f ortless and conf ident System 1, and the slow,
deliberative, ef f ortf ul, and indolent System 2. Kahneman then moves on to pointedly dis-assemble and
dismiss rational choice theory by showing “the power of  inconsequential f actors as determinants of
pref erence”.
The last section of  the book explores the contrasting ‘selves’ embodied in every individual: the
remembering self  and the experiencing self . The remembering self  ref ers to the aspect in our nature that
evaluates episodes by the lasting memory they leave; the one that keeps track of  goals and keeps mental
accounts; that answers the question: how satisf ied are you with your lif e? The experiencing self  is the
aspect that f eels every moment; that evaluates pleasure and pain on the go. Interestingly, these two selves
are in conf lict. The remembering self  overweights the end of  an episode and is indif f erent to duration; it
of ten promotes actions based on the memory that will result. Paradoxically, people may pref er an
experience that is more painf ul in aggregate sum than another simply as a result of  it ending on a less
painf ul note.
Considering that there is much interest in academic circles (including here at the LSE) in devising and using
measures of  subjective wellbeing to inf orm policy, the distinction between the selves is incredibly important.
It gets at a f undamental philosophical question; what is happiness? Is it the pursuit of  pleasure over pain?
Or is it accomplishing one’s lif e-goals or some pre-conceived end?
Kahneman concludes that both selves are necessary in evaluating subjective wellbeing, as both give us
important inf ormation. Focusing exclusively on one or the other theref ore excludes an important aspect of
wellbeing.
Considered the f ather of  behavioural economics f or good reason, Kahneman has had a prolif ic and hugely
inf luential academic career. This book is a testament of  the many contributions and collaborations he has
been involved with in advancing the f ield. In this work, the author also seeks to stress the relevance of
psychology in inf orming improved public policy.
To use an example f rom the book, take the explosion of  f ear with regards to the chemical Alar, sprayed on
apples to regulate their growth. The media sensationalized the story, leading to an exaggeration of  the
actual risk posed, and f urther f ueling stories in the media. The public understandably applied pressure on
polit icians to address the risk, and they in turn obliged with an exaggerated response, banning the use of
the chemical and costing f armers a f ortune. In the end a small risk was blown totally out of  proportion and
“the net ef f ect of  the incident on public health was probably detrimental because f ewer good apples were
consumed”. Certainly, theref ore, “psychology should inf orm the design of  risk policies that combine the
experts’ knowledge with the public’s emotions and intuit ions”.
Besides making the case f or a greater role f or psychology in public policy, Kahneman’s motivation in writ ing
this book is f or the wealth of  knowledge about behaviour to become commonplace. In this endeavour he
succeeds handily. As “the identif ication of  judgment errors is a diagnostic task, which requires a precise
vocabulary”, by simply becoming f amiliar with the terminology presented throughout the reader becomes
equipped with an intuit ive def ense against common biases. When in a situation that screams “beware of  the
halo ef f ect” or “you are overweighting low probabilit ies” or “what if  this were f ramed dif f erently”, the
associative machinery within the brain (i.e. System 1) will spring the appropriate caution, and thus mistakes
may be minimised.
This book succeeds in instilling an awareness of  the many biases and heuristics that lead to errors of
judgments and poor decision-making. It should be made required reading f or anyone; economists,
libertarians, or whoever, who still holds f ast to the notion that people make decisions rationally. Above all,
Thinking, Fast and Slow is a highly enjoyable and inf ormative read f or anyone wanting insight into the
human mind.
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